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Scaled Scores



Number 

Correct:  94 



KS2 How do you think 

children answered these?



Number 

Correct:  26 



What mathematical structure of 

division do children need to think 

about to do this calculation easily?





Thinking about relationships

17 x 326 = 5,542

18 x 326 = 5,542 + 326

●How might children respond to this question?

●What is the best response?

26% 

correct



Implications for Teaching –

teaching with variation

Practice exercises should draw attention to 

relationships 



<  >   =

3.08 ÷ 0.5      3.08

0.83 ÷ 1      0.83

4.12 ÷ 1.2      4.12 

0.46 ÷ 0.21      0.46
What would you want pupils to do?

What would they do?



Attention to 1 and 0

Examples from Shanghai textbooks



In designing [these] exercises, the teacher is 
advised to avoid mechanical repetition and to 
create an appropriate path for practising the 
thinking process with increasing creativity. 

Gu, 1991



KS1 Assessment 

Debbie  Morgan



●Draw a part part whole model to 

answer these questions





Thinking about numbers and the 

relationship between them



How do children solve these- by 

calculating or looking at the 

relationships?



Looking at the same concept in 

different ways

An aspect of variation 



In designing [these] exercises, the teacher is 
advised to avoid mechanical repetition and to 
create an appropriate path for practising the 
thinking process with increasing creativity. 

Gu, 1991



Primary (SATs) 

Vs 

Secondary (GCSE)

●

Which is Which?

QUIZ TIME

Thankyou to Danielle Bartram

Maths Lead Practitioner

Acklam Grange School

●Middlesbrough



Primary VS Secondary

Work out the missing number.

A B



Primary VS Secondary

Primary Secondary

Work out the missing number.



Primary VS Secondary

What is the number she started with?

A B



Primary VS Secondary

Primary Secondary

What is the number she started with?



Primary VS Secondary

What is the cost of a rubber?

A B



Primary VS Secondary

PrimarySecondary

What is the cost of a rubber?



Primary VS Secondary

How tall is the stack now?

A B



Primary VS Secondary

PrimarySecondary

How tall is the stack now?



Primary VS Secondary

Calculate the total cost to make 20 full jars?

A B



Primary VS Secondary

Primary Secondary

Calculate the total cost to make 20 full jars?



Reasoning Methods and GCSE 



How do we view it?

What are their first thoughts:

Can I remember the formulae for a shape like this?

Lets count the squares 



Implications for Teaching

36

●Providing Textbook Supports for Teaching Math Akihiko Takahashi 

https://prezi.com/s1nvam1gllv9/providing-textbook-supports-for-teaching-math/

https://prezi.com/s1nvam1gllv9/providing-textbook-supports-for-teaching-math/


Analysis of methods to think more 

deeply and develop efficient 

strategies
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●Providing Textbook Supports for Teaching Math Akihiko Takahashi 

https://prezi.com/s1nvam1gllv9/providing-textbook-supports-for-teaching-math/
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Developing Flexibility of Thinking

The less successful seem to focus 

more on perceptions of their physical 

activities than on the flexible use of 

symbol as process and concept 

appropriate for a conceptual 

development in arithmetic and algebra



Repetition leading to automation 

Although such repetition and exteriorisation of 

procedures has been seen as an essential part 

of mathematics learning, for decades it has 

been known that it has made no improvement 

to understanding of relationships. More 

importantly , if used exclusively, it may lead to a 

form of procedural thinking that lacks the 

flexibility necessary to solve novel problems.



How are students tackling 

this problem? 

Edexcel

Foundation

Paper A 

-8

+12

-5

-1

-6



Reasoning

Part 3 is mastery –

aiming for all students 

to answer this 

question – that’s 

where the reasoning 

lies 

Edexcel

Foundation

Paper A 



How do we view it?

Edexcel

Foundation

Paper A 

Edexcel

Foundation

Paper A 



2017 Reasoning and Relationship 

between numbers 

9.6         12.6

7.6         15.4

12.4       17.4 AQA Sample Paper



2017

AQA Sample Paper



Avoiding Overload 

Children need to know key facts and

ensure these are maintained:

Additive Facts

Times Tables 

Key fraction, decimal and percentage

Equivalents 



Key Facts 



Reasoning tasks to 

make connections and 

develop fluency
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Variation: Applying the same 

operation to connected numbers



The relationship between 

coverage and test results 

Thankyou to Dr Akihiko Takahashi for this slide  



Thankyou to Dr Akihiko Takahashi for this slide  



Thankyou to Dr Akihiko Takahashi for this slide  



Learning mathematics and 

doing well in tests

• Avoiding overload – knowing key facts  

• Variation both in teaching and practice

• Slow down

• Go Deeper 

• Focus on relationships 

• Avoid mechanical repetition, but practice

the thinking process 

• Take a risk and cover less




